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Abstract: This paper has for an object study of bio-phyto-modulators beneficial effects different affections with different localizes. Using the bio-phyto-dynamic modulators, I have noticed a holistic treatment have the same rank with classical methods.

INTRODUCTION

Ever people tried to live in harmony with rhythms’ and laws’ nature to ensure the survival. It in an unseen link between all beings based on the water’s structure and vibration.

So that, we can understand why using plants – from natural human habitat – is more benefic than using plants from other Earth’s regions. In the same time we understand the special necessity and role of DEA® modulators’ utilization in according with the DIEE® devices schedules for different affections.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The modulators invented by Professor Ancu Dinca contain only plants, from inland flora. The human organism cells – with plentifully water – vibrate and balance the energy of modified structures of the body.

I evaluated a few cases that benefit by modulators treatment, associated with other types of procedures: homeopathy, gemotherapy or gemo-derivates, phytotherapy, kinetotherapy etc.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

1. O.E., 56 years old, medical assistant. The first evaluation was done in the spring of 2004. After the confirmation of diagnosis of type B viral hepatitis in 2000, she followed up the intensive treatment, without favorable evolution of hepatic analyses. The viremy was maintained to high values.

She heard about modulator on TV and started to keep them, first of all on the liver region, then heart, kidneys, spinal column, foot – all lasts for other affections like: cervical spondylosis, lumbar discopathy, renal microlithiasis, arterial hypertension.

The effects were impressiveness. Tiredness, generalized pains, cephalaea, polyartalgies, all of them faded away by intensity and disappeared. Hepatic assays were normalizes and the viremya was zero without allopathic treatment.

About two times per year I’ve talked to her and she related me about the distinct evolution, care of modulators and life diet.
During last four years her state health was favorable, but an unhappy event made her lose one device and a little decompensation was felt.

Now she’s got the whole schedule and the state will normalize.

2. M.M., 44 years old: Diagnosis: neglected fibrocystic breast syndrome for 8 years. For 4 years she started Para-clinical investigations and obviously allopathic treatment (hormones, bone and local anti-inflammatory) without favorable evolution.

The accused discomfort (heaviness in breasts, pains, breast-milk fury, pain mammary volume nodules, palpitation even if touch the lingerie or clothes). She wore 6 months the modulators and after 2 weeks from the beginning of treatment all symptoms disappeared by magic. Nay, menstrual flux became regularly without pains in abdomen and back, normal quantity without clots.

3. S.G., 61 years old, evaluated in February 2007, with urinary discomfort, nightly and frequent urinations, lumbar radiated pains to inferior members. Periodically, to each three months, without nutritional abuse, was released a gallbladder colic, with uncontrollable nausea and vomiting during whole day, associated with hard cephalalea and ill-conditioned too. Recovery of gallbladder colic was arduous, high sensitivity food’s smell and watch.

The modulators were fixed on: liver region, gallbladder region, spinal column and prostate. After one year an a half of treatment, the results were clear: no gallbladder colic signs, without a special diet, but going to festive dine and consuming even indigestible food. The lumbar pains improved relevance and the accused about urinary turbulences and prostate hypertrophy had good evolutions too.

4. T.B., 40 years old, came to consultation on March 2007 with important endocrine modifications, antecedences that maturated along the time mammary fibro adenomas, womb myoma and ovaries’ cysts, gradual diagnosed from 1997 to 2006 and treated with contraceptives and other hormonal preparations.

She suffered an accident 10 years ago when she required a surgery intervention to lumbar spine column, followed by a “horse’s tail” syndrome, manifested by paresthesic lumbar-sacral region’s pains and inferior member tendrils, sphincter urinary turbulences, with frequent infections, as well as an obstinate constipation.

When she came to my clinic had an important menometroragy over 30 days with secondary anemia and chronic tiredness syndrome.

I considered this case a medical emergency and I tried all types of treatments fro that moment: homeopathy, gemo-therapy, modulators and computer tomography.

After the beginning of treatment, the hemorrhage stopped next day and urinary turbulences, lumbar-sacral pains and constipation were improved. After one month, menstruation returns to normal, with moderate quantity, without pains. After three months he made a gynecological exam and womb myoma was rapt and ovaries had normal aspect, including a little gestation in normal uterus (patient didn’t have kids and wished to become mother very much).

5. P.M., girl, 4 years old. A moving case as amplitude and intensity of symptoms lived and extended to a child with bilateral renal lithiasis.

A desperate mother run with her child from one pharmacy to another, asking if somebody know an alleviation for her child, without surgery for both kidneys.

She incidentally met a mother who came urgently to my clinic with her child, asking for help. She related me how her daughter had urinated 15-20 times per day and over 15 times during night, blooding and accusing terrible smarts and pains. From a couple of months the child stayed only on house, looking after mother and grand-mother because she needed a
special attention and a permanent care. It’s not about kindergarten, meetings or visits to friends, trips, holidays.

In the same day I’ve recommended the homeopathic and modulators treatments and the favorable effects don’t late to appear. The child started to eliminate urinary sand, so it could be taken by teaspoon from potty. When the eliminated urinary sand quantity increased, girl state improved. After about five weeks, the ecography and urinary analyses demonstrated the absence of renal lithiasis signals to both kidneys. In this period child recovered, started to eat, slept by night, walked and played as she didn’t do for a few months.

In multiple with renal affection, modulators had a benefic action to eyes’ turbulences too, that generated headaches, vertigo, refuse of watch TV to cartoons.

Along with the third eye’s device (in the same time with the others modulators) all the headaches improved and, from each ophthalmologic control to other, the doctor find reduction of diopters by 0,5 focal units in six months.

CONCLUSIONS

Only a few doctors recognize that diseases rise when human being, no matter reason why, can’t maintains the living balance fluently between numerous elements of life: tension and relaxation, natural egoism and selflessness; fear and anxiety, ascent and descent of our destiny.

The conception of these doctors goes to holistic therapeutically methods, where prayer and meditation have the same rank, near by application of medicinal plants, modern techniques of analyses, surgery and physiotherapy.